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Abstract
This paper is carried out to design and develop a footrest or the footboard for the pillion passenger.
This footboard is designed especially for moped pillion passengers and children. The possibility of
injury to the children’s is high in this case during these accidents. In India many parents use the
vehicle for sending and fetching their children to school every day. Accidents in two-wheeler vehicles
can be fatal. The reason which increases the risk of acidents is people forgetting to lift up the side
stand. Also it is very common for the pillion rider to forget to unlock the footrest before taking his seat
and trying to do that while the vehicle is in motion is a risky affair as it disturbs the balance of the
vehicle. If the pillion doesn’t use the footrest the chances of accidents get increased due to unbalancing
of the vehicle. The main objective of this paper is countering these problems. Footrest is very
important part in mopeds as it helps to balance the vehicle during while the pillion passenger is also
travelling on the vehicle.
Mechanically operated mechanism which will do the job of locking and unlocking of footrest This is
mechanical link based paper which works on 4 bar chain mechanism which also include the cam
profile for locking and opening of the footrest and the clutch wire which is used to engage and
disengage the footrest. This paper is developed for safety of the pillion passenger on moped vehicles
and safety of children’s as the children’s are vulnerable, To reduce or minimize human effort for
opening the footboard, To reduce this risk and decrease this percentage of the accidents. And this
paper is expected to reduce the risk of injury during riding the vehicles
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Introduction

In India, the number of vehicles is too high. Which include two wheelers, four wheelers, eight
wheelers and so on. In which the number of two wheelers user is huge. In India, bike manufacturers
are keen to produce the best mileage and performance in lower cc engines. But for safety purposes
they generally stick to old ways of pillion support and uncomfortable seating angles in semi-sports
bike. Most of the people in India opt to buy lower cc engines because they are affordable with low
maintenance and low service charges. But to keep the bike to best of its performance is still not the
best quality in an automobile for people to buy. A comfortable ride with proper rider safety is the main
quality what buyers search before buying a bike in India. The front leg guard is major safety feature on
a two-wheeler for the rider but for the pillion rider it’s a disaster during accidents. In India there are
more than 278 accidents per hour during working days and it’s a major cause of deaths in India.
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According to the World Health Organization and the United Nations Children’s Fund, children of age
between 3-12 are rarely spotted on the backs of motorcycles in most of the developed countries, which
is contrary to most Southeast Asian countries where children are often spotted on the backs of twowheeler as pillion rider. There have been many discussions about safety of two-wheeler pillion riders.
There have been many discussions about safety of two-wheeler pillion riders. In India hook extensions
in many bikes has been seen for the support of the pillion rider, ’saree guard’ for women for their
safety purposes, ’rear axle ABS system’ all are very important safety measures for the pillion rider and
there are many advancements in those designs. But there are no advancement in footrest. Like the
automation of footrest. Now a days there are many advance bikes are coming in the market but there is
no advancement provided in the footrest. Which is also an important part of the bike which helps in
stabilizing the vehicle, balancing the vehicle while there is a pillion passenger. Which can benefit the
vehicle operator in balancing the vehicle.Two-wheeler with higher cc engine or even lower cc bikes
and mopeds which has aerodynamic elevation for pillion section has many problems regarding safety
as well vehicle’s balance at high speed with pillion riders. Sudden braking, sudden acceleration or
jumping of vehicle due to road variation can be dangerous for the pillion rider. Two-wheeler
especially motorbikes and scooters have extra safety hook design extension for pillion rider to hold for
safety. Sudden braking causes the bike to decelerate. the upper and the lower body of the rider riding
the bike will also decelerate. For the pillion rider his/her upper body will not experience the same
forces as experienced by the rider. Pillion rider lower body will decelerate with the bike as its contact
with the foot of the pillion rider at footrest. To properly balance his/her upper body, the pillion rider
has to hold the hook extension provided, or by holding a bike structure or by holding the bike rider.
Similarly, in case of acceleration, pillion rider’s upper body tends to lean backward. To balance the
force again the pillion rider has to hold the hook extension or bike rider or any other bike structure for
support. to solve this problem, we have designed this automated footrest.
This paper is related to accessories in the bikes and the moped. The title of the paper itself gives the
idea of the paper “The Automated Footrest” for bikes and mopeds. So we are designing a mechanism
for the bikes and the mopeds.
Problem Statement
on moped vehicle pillion rider need to bend to operate footrest, due to this action lot of accidents
happen. To reduced accidents, we can find one solution. The main goal of our product is to reduced
rate of accidents happen due to imbalance of vehicle and add one more safety feature in moped
The Main Objective of this paper is to reduce the stress of pillion rider while sitting on the moped.
Scope
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For the footrest there is no automation given in any launched vehicle So there are many chances of
giving different kind automations Like mechanically automated footrest, hydraulically operated
footrest, pneumatically operated footrest Sensors and actuators operated footrest, etc. Right now it has
many options available for modifications. It can be used in all kind of two wheelers who is having
pillion passenger. footrest can be made telescopically retractable.

Objective
Primary object of present invention is to provide a device and methodology to provide easy access to
opening and closing of foot-rest which is switch operated and the switch is mounted on the handle,
which is easily accessible and convenient to use.
Further object of present invention is to avoid damage to the foot-rest when manually (by foot)
impacted by unnecessary (high) load to open it. To do so it may also injure leg of people badly.
Objective the main objective is To ease the pillion passenger the footrest can be made automated.
When there is a pillion passenger on moped or vehicle there is need of footrest for pillion comfort and
the most important thing balance of vehicle.
When there will be no footrest it will be difficult for driver to balance the vehicle and this can cause
the accidents and injuries. This is the main objective to decrease the chances of accidents and injuries
and to decrease the efforts.
To decrease the accidents chances
To decrease the chances of getting injured
To decrease the intensity of injury during the serious accidents
To decrease the human efforts
To decrease the discomfort of vehicle operator
To give the advancement in vehicle footrest by automizing it.
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Methodology of Manufacturing

1st Step

2nd Step

3rd Step

4th Step

5th Step
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• Project Selection and Concept
Development.

• DATA Collection
• Selection of sauitable mechanism

• Selection of material.
• Market survey

• Design project (size and stresses).

• Finally manufacture project
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For the paper we started collecting data from internet ,collecting the data about previous research
papers previous invention done on for the paper we were looking to do , recent modification done on
the paper, the previous patents for the paper we are doing. We searched for the design what kind of
design previously used in the patents how many patents are there.
We collected the data designs literature review about the designs models and the paper. We did the
literature review about the paper. We collected the designs of the previous paper. We did the research
bout the paper .There were many designs like sensor operated footrest some were design the footrest
which can be telescopic extendable in nature . some use pneumatic cylinders for the extension of
footrest but still some of them were needed to be operated manually to open and close the footrest
we got the result that there are not many designs and modifications done n the paper before us and
there are many modification can be dine in the paper and can be made more useful than earlier and
more useful . which can decrease the efforts of the traveller and can be made more easy ride.
Decreasing the accidents chances and making the comfortable ride and easy to balance for the vehicle
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operator.
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working paper

step 1

step 2

step 3

• pull the lever
• cam rorate
• footrest move out

`

Automated footrest is basically inversion of four bar chain and it is developed from watt
linkage mechanism, but in this we can fixed shortest link in watt linkage mechanism. In a mechanism
we can pivoted cam eccentrically and one side of cam connected with extension spring and other side
of cam is connected to break wire. Extension spring should fix at one end and another free end
attached with cam. Brake wire has attached with lever which help us to operate mechanism. Footrest
pivoted at one end with the help of nut and bolt assembly and latched with cam as shown in figure.
When operator should pull handle at that time brake wire pull the cam clockwise direction, due to this
action of cam footrest should be released because footrest has latched with cam with its initial tension.
The initial tension to footrest provided by torsion spring and due to this spring footrest move out after
movement of cam. Cam connect with extension spring due to this it retracted to its own position after
removal of force from lever.
When pillion rider wants to move inside the footrest. He can directly rotate footrest in side and special
design of cam footrest directly latched with cam and footrest lock in side.
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CONCLUSION
The Present paper described the development of automated footrest for moped in minimum cost.
Before this idea no one moped, manufacturer can manufacture moped with automated footrest. So, we
can recognise the need of automated footrest and the proper guidance of paper head and the sincere
efforts of our group have lead to the successfully accomplishment of our concerned paper. This is help
us to reduced rate of accidents happen due to imbalance of vehicle and to reduce the stress of pillion
rider while sitting on the moped dose not required to bend for move out footrest. Our aim is fulfilled to
add one more safety feature in moped. The Main aim of this paper is to reduce the stress of pillion
rider while sitting on the moped.
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